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Double -Sided Effect in OT:
Sequential Grounding and Local Conjunction *

Keiichiro Suzuki
The University of Arizona®

1. Introduction

In a standard SPE -style rewrite rule scheme, the positioning of the environmental
dash ("_") directly expresses both adjacency and linear precedence relations between the
focus and the determinant. For example, all of the three rules in (1) involve A -to -B
alternation, but differ with each other in the focus (A) - determinant (X, Y) relation: in
(la), A becomes B when preceded by X; in (lb), A becomes B when followed by Y; and
in (1 c), A becomes B when double -sided (preceded by X and followed by Y).

(1) a. A ---> B / X
b. A-->B/_Y
c. A-->B/X_Y

Thus, in this model, both adjacency and linear precedence relations are treated as
properties of a rule. This view has been carried over to subsequent work in some guise or
other (see, e.g. Howard 1972, Cho 1991, Archangeli and Pulleyblank (A &P) 1994). The
question to be addressed here is how these various focus -determinant relations are
expressed if there are no rules (see McCarthy 1995b for a recent treatment of this issue).

In this paper, I would like to consider this question from the perspective of
Optimality Theory (henceforth OT) (Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince
(M &P) 1993). Specifically, I consider the three types of focus -determinant relations seen
in (1) with respect to the phenomenon of vowel raising. We find that the variation of
vowel raising among Basque, Old High German, and Woleaian parallels the variation
illustrated in (1): in many dialects of Basque, a low vowel raises to a mid vowel when
preceded by a high vowel (de Rijk 1970, Hualde 1991) ( =la); in Old High German, a low
vowel raises to a mid vowel when followed by a high vowel (Voyles 1992) ( =lb); and in
Woleaian (spoken in Woleai Island of Micronesia), a low vowel raises to a mid vowel
when double -sided by high vowels (Howard 1972, Sohn 1975, Poser 1982) ( =lc). I argue
that all of these cases are accounted for by allowing constraints to make reference to the
adjacency and linear precedence information. Formally, I propose the following two
notions: Sequential Grounding (Smolensky 1993), a syntagmatic extension of Grounded
Conditions (A &P 1994), and Local Conjunction (Smolensky 1993, 1995), a UG-
operation which conjoins two constraints (details of these notions are explained in section

2.2.2.).

* Special thanks to John McCarthy who directed me to Woleaian, and Diana Archangeli, Mike Hammond,
Terry Langendoen, Doug Pulleyblank, and Paul Smolensky for their comments and suggestions. I would

also like to thank Chip Gerfen, Dirk Elzinga, Amy Fountain, and the participants in the phonology seminar
for their additional input. This work was supported by Diana Archangeli's NSF grant No. BNS-9023323.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides data and an analysis of the
double -sided raising in Woleaian, introducing Sequential Grounding (Smolensky 1993)
and Local Conjunction ( Smolensky 1993, 1995). I show that Local Conjunction of two
Sequential Grounding constraints accounts for the fact that one adjacent high vowel on
either side is not sufficient to trigger the raising, but there must be a high vowel on each
side. Section 3 gives brief analyses of Basque and Old High German. I demonstrate that
reranking of the constraints proposed for the double -sided raising in Woleaian accounts
for the other cases of raising (Basque and Old High German). Finally in section 4, the
summary of the analyses and conclusion are provided.

2. Woleaian Double -Sided Raising

This section provides the data and the analysis of the double -sided raising in
Woleaian. All the data appear in this section are taken from Sohn (1975).

2.1. Data and Generalizations

I begin by describing some basic properties of Woleaian vowel system. According
to the description given in Sohn (1975), Woleaian has six short vowels and eight long
vowels, as shown in the following phonemic vowel inventory (2).

(2) Vowel Inventory:
a. Short: i, ii, u, e, a, o
b. Long: ii, üü, uu, ee, aa, oo, öö, o0

I assume the following feature values to be underlyingly present for these vowels
(3), even though the only features relevant for my analysis are height features ([hi] and
[lo]).

(3)

i ü e a o u oo öö
[hi] + + +
[lo] + +
[rd] + + + + +
[bk] + + +

The underlying height features in (3) are motivated by their active participation in the
phonology of Woleaian: [ +hi] vowels are the determinant of the double -sided raising,
whereas [ +lo] vowels are the focus of the raising. I assume that mid vowels are
unspecified for height features, noting that whether mid vowels are redundantly specified
for [ -hi] and [ -lo] is not crucial to the analysis offered here. With this background, we
proceed to the data of the double -sided raising.
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As briefly mentioned earlier, in Woleaian, a short low vowel a raises to a mid
vowel e when flanked by high vowels i, ü, or u. The following data in (4) show that when
a short low vowel a is in between the same two high vowels, it raises to a mid e1.
Pairs in (4) such as [iitei]- [itase] (4a) show that a becomes e if it is double -sided
(indicated by underline) by high vowels. Neither a high vowel on the left (the second
form of 4a) nor a high vowel on the right (the second form of 4b) is sufficient to trigger
raising.

(4) underlying form surface form gloss
a. /ita -i/ ite -i `my name'

/ita -sa/ ita -se `our (incl.) name'
b. /yard- yard/ yard -yei]i `to go out'

/yarli/ yard `to walk out'

The raising also takes place when the surrounding two high vowels are different (5).

(5) underlying form surface form gloss
a. /üwa -li/ üwe -li `neck of'

/üwa -la/ üwa -le `his neck'
b. /üliima -m"u/ üliime -m'u `your drink'

/ülüma -la/ ülüma -le `his drink'

The next set of data shows that a long low vowel aa does not undergo raising, even when
it is in between two high vowels (6).

(6) underlying form surface form gloss
a. /i -taai/ i -taai `I ... no longer'

/i -tai/ i -tei `I ... not'
b. /ye -tai/ ye -tai `he ... not'
c. /libbeya -i/ libbeya -i `my twins'

Three forms in (6a) show that the long low vowel aa stays unchanged even if it is in
between two high vowels (Sohn 1975; 31). Thus, /i -taai/ surfaces as [i -taai] ( *[i- teei]),
whereas /i -tai/ surfaces as [i -tei] ( *[i- tai]), where the only difference is the length of the
low vowel. In (6b), we see that a high vowel on one side does not trigger raising, as in
[ye -tai] ( *[ye tei]). In (6c), the form libbeyai shows that the surrounding two high vowels
must be in syllables adjacent to the low vowel, since the raising does not occur when the
first high vowel (libbeyai) and the targeted low vowel ( libbeyái) are separated by a mid
vowel ( libbyai ). This fact suggests that the determinants responsible for the double -
sided raising are not two adjacent [ +hi] specifications, but the two adjacent vowels
specified for [ +hi]. If the raising were conditioned by the two adjacent [ +hi]
specifications, we would get *libbeyei, under the assumption that mid vowels are
unspecified for height features, as shown in (7).

i In (4a), the final a becomes e in the second form due to the word -final raising. Also, all short vowels are
devoiced at the end of a word, though I omitted marking voicelessness of a vowel for the sake of
readability. For the analysis of the word -final raising and vowel devoicing, see Suzuki (1995).
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(7)
not adjacent

i e a i

. .

I ( 1

+hi +Io +hi

`-- adjacent --

The figure in (7) shows that even though [ +hi] (left) and Ho] are featurally adjacent, the
root nodes which dominate these features are not. Thus, for example, the rule expression
[ +lo] -0 / [ +hi] [ +hi] would incorrectly predict *libbeyei, instead of the correct form
libbeyai.

Before we get to the analysis, the generalizations about double -sided raising are
summarized below:

(8) Generalizations:
a. When flanked by two adjacent high vowels, a short a becomes e.
b. Long low vowels do not undergo raising.

2.2. Analysis

This section presents an OT analysis of the double -sided raising in Woleaian. The
following three issues are addressed in the course of the analysis: 1) it is a partial height
assimilation: the targeted low vowel does not totally assimilate to high, but becomes a
mid vowel; 2) it is a double -sided effect: neither a left- adjacent high vowel nor a right -
adjacent high vowel is sufficient to trigger raising; two adjacent vowels on both sides are
necessary; and 3) long low vowels do not undergo raising even when flanked by high
vowels.

2.2.1. Partiality

The first issue to consider is the fact that the targeted low vowel does not change
all the way to high. I argue that this is a result of delinking of [ +lo], rather than partial
spreading of [ +hi].2 In OT terms, the IDENT family of constraints (M &P 1995a) is able to
account for such a case without referring to parsed/unparsed association lines (cf. Myers
1994). IDENT[F] is a Faithfulness constraint demanding corresponding segments to be

2 Clements (1991) and Clements and Hume (1995) propose that vowel raising phenomena is explained by
spreading aperture features . Although it is possible to analyze this case as involving spreading of the
feature [- open] of the high vowel to [ +open'] of the low vowel, I do not pursue this possibility, since
grounded conditions (A &P 1994) which I will make use of are developed in terms of the traditional height
features [hi] and [lo].
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identical with respect to the value of the feature [F], thereby regulating both insertion and
the deletion of the feature. IDENT[F] constraints relevant to this case are the following.

(9) a. IDENT[HI]: Any input mora that is [yhi] is [yhi] in the output.
b. IDENT[LO]: Any input mora that is No] is [ylo] in the output.

IDENT[HI] (9a) demands that corresponding segments (in this case, vowel anchors, i.e.
mora) to be identical with respect to the value of the feature [hi]. Similarly, IDENT[LO]
(9b) prohibits the change of the value of the feature [lo] in corresponding segments. I
argue that the fact that the targeted low vowel does not become high is formally captured
by ranking the constraint that motivates delinking of [ +lo] (let us call it C for the time
being) above IDENT[LO]. IDENT[HI] is active, but not ranked with respect to the other
constraints. This is illustrated in the tableau in (10).

(10) C » IDENT[LOj, IDENT[HI]

input = /a/ C IDENT[LO] IDENT[HI]

i

e

a

In (10), we can see the effect of partial height assimilation. Note also that various
possible rankings of IDENT[HI] do not affect the outcome: the optimal candidate will
always be e.

It is intuitively true that the raising is assimilatory in nature, because it is
conditioned by flanking high vowels. Following the general claim that views assimilation
as feature spreading (Hayes 1986, Clements and Hume 1995), it may be reasonable to
treat this case as feature spreading from both sides. However, such an approach would
have the following two problems. The first problem is the fact that the targeted low vowel
does not become high even though it is conditioned by the surrounding two high vowels.
If we view the double -sided raising as involving spreading, we have to assume that the
spreading feature is either [ -hi] or [ -lo], since it changes low vowels to mid. Notice,
however, that the conditioning segments are high vowels only, and we somehow need to
exclude spreading of [ -hi] or [ -lo] from mid vowels. Thus, the spreading approach must
redundantly stipulate that [ -hi] or [ -lo] spreads from segments which are also [ +hi]. The
proposed approach, on the other hand, does not make an unnecessary stipulation, and still
accounts for the partial assimilation facts. The second problem has to do with the double -
sided requirement. As independently argued in Flemming (1995), the spreading approach
fails to distinguish between one -sided and double -sided effects. Compare the three
representations in (11).
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b.

[F] [F]

The problem here is that both one -sided spreading (11 a,b) and the double -sided spreading
(11c) achieve the same result, spreading [F] to a target. Thus, for (11c), we have to make
an assumption that the spreading feature is a part of [F] and spreading it from both ends
makes [F] a complete feature3; otherwise, the double -sided requirement is left
unexplained. The drawback of such cumulative feature realization approach is that it has
to define the content of spreading feature in language -particular basis: in languages of the
type (11 a,b), the spreading feature is a complete [F], whereas in languages of the type
(l1c), the spreading feature is a part of [F]. While this makes the kind of variation in (1)
arbitrary, the present approach accounts for the variation from reranking of constraints, an
intrinsic property of OT. In sum, the spreading approach has to get around the problems
discussed above while none of the above difficulties arise in the approach taken here.

2.2.2. Double -Sided Requirement

Let us now proceed to the second issue, the double -sided requirement. The key
issue is the fact that an adjacent high vowel on either side is not sufficient to trigger the
raising: there must be a high vowel on each side. Here, I argue that the double -sided
effect is indeed a cumulative effect, except that it is not the cumulative effect of the
content of a feature, but it is a cumulative effect of constraints. I consider the double -
sided requirement to be the composite of two requirements: one prohibiting a segment
specified for [ +hi] followed by a segment specified for [ +lo], and the other prohibiting a
segment specified for [ +lo] followed by a segment specified for [ +hi]. I propose that each
of these requirements is formally expressed as Sequential Grounding constraints (12)
(Smolensky 1993: p 13, Archangeli and Suzuki 1995), and its cumulative effect is
expressed by Local Conjunction (Smolensky 1993, 1995).

Smolensky (1993) extends the idea of paradigmatic (within - positional) Grounded
Conditions of A &P (1994) to syntagmatic (cross -positional) cases. It is argued that the
phonetically grounded relation between two features holds not only within a segment, but
also in the sequence of two segments.

(12) Sequential Grounding (SG) (based on Smolensky 1993):
a. The grounded condition such as FDG holds in the sequence of two

elements.
b. In the schema F...G, where "..." is intervening material, if a segment is

specified for [F], it must be followed by a segment specified for [G]
(Positive Sequential Grounding).

3 This is roughly the view taken in Flemming (1995).
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c. In the schema *F...G, where "..." is intervening material, if a segment is
specified for [F], it must not be followed by a segment specified for [G]
(Negative Sequential Grounding).

Consider, for example, the constraint Hi/Lo (A &P 1994). HI/Lo says that if a
segment is [ +hi], then it is not [ +10]. This constraint is paradigmatic, meaning that it
militates against the particular feature combination within a segment. SG extends such an
antagonistic relation between [ +hi] and Ho] over the sequence of two segments where
one is high and the other is low. Thus, the SG constraint *Hi...Lo prohibits a [ +hi]
segment followed by a No] segment. The " *" indicates that it is a negative condition
which disfavors an antagonistic feature combination over the sequence of two segments
(12c).4 This constraint is syntagmatic, since it regulates sequence of segments. In effect,
*Hi...Lo prohibits any surface i...a sequence. The difference between Hi/Lo and *HI...Lo
is illustrated in (13).

(13)
a. b.

it
+hi +io +hi +10

violation of HI/Lo violation of *Hi...Lo

According to Smolensky (1993), we can unify paradigmatic Grounded Conditions
and syntagmatic SG constraints by imposing a universal ranking of these constraints
corresponding with the size of the intervening material. That is, the SG scheme F...G is a
cover term which stands for a universal sub -hierarchy of constraints: { F/G » F -Co -G » F-
p -G » F-pp-G » F -Q6 G » ... } , where the intervening material is zero or more
phonological units, and the 'smaller' the intervening material, the more dominant the
constraint (see Prince and Smolensky 1993 chap. 8 for Constraint Encapsulation). Thus,
the closer together the features, the stronger the effect of the feature cooccurrence
constraints. Our specific example, *Hi...Lo, can now be conceived as the following
universally ranked sub -hierarchy of constraints: {Hi/Lo » *Hi -Co -Lo » *111p -Lo » *HI-
pp-Lo » *Hi -66 Lo » ... 1.

In this way, it becomes possible to express the type of adjacency through the
interruption of the sub -hierarchy by other Faithfulness constraints.5 The type of
segmental adjacency respected in the Woleaian case (see section 2.1. for the discussion of
this) is accounted for by ranking IDFNT[LO] between HI -Co -Lo and HI -p -Lo. This is
illustrated in the following tableaux, using schematic examples (14).6 The input for the
first tableau is the sequence of /i Co e Co a/, where e is an unspecified vowel. This
represents the case in which adjacency between the two features is not respected. The
second tableau has the input /i Co a/, showing that adjacency between vowel anchors is
respected.

4 The example of positive condition is HI...ATR which favors a [ +hi] segment to be followed by a [ +ATR]
segment (see e.g. Archangeli and Suzuki (this volume)). For the detailed discussion of positive and
negative grounded conditions, see A &P (1994).
5 The discussion and the reasoning here are parallel to the case discussed in Prince and Smolensky (1993:
Chapter 8).
6 I am implicitly assuming that IDENT[HI] is active in the hierarchy, so that the candidates which alter high
vowels are excluded.
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(14) *Hi-Co-Lo» IDENT[LO] » *HI-µ-LO

input = /i Co e Co

a/

*Hi-Co-Lo IDENT[LO] *Hi -p-Lo

i e a
oar

I

+hi +Io

i e e
I

+hi Y ;

input = /i Co a/ *Hi-Co-Lo IDErrr[LO] *Hi-,u-Lo

i a
I I

+hi +lo

*1

i e
ear I

+hi

In the first tableau in (14), the optimal candidate is the faithful one, since neither
candidate violates *HI- Co -Lo. In the second tableau in (14), the faithful candidate
violates *Hi- Co -Lo, and the candidate which shows the raising effect wins. This is a
desired result, since the Woleaian case does not respect featural adjacency, as seen in the
example such as libbeyai ( *libbeyei). To make rest of the tableaux less cluttered, the
constraint *Hi -p -Lo will be omitted hereafter.

In principle, any Grounded Condition of A &P (1994) can be extended to SG
constraints. Thus, in addition to the *HI- Co -Lo, it is possible to have *Lo -Co -HI which is
derived from the Lo/Hi condition (A &P 1994). These are crucially the two components of
the double -sided requirement. The definitions for these constraints are given in (15).

(15) a. *HI-Co-Lo (*HI-Lo):

b. *Lo-Co-HI (*Lo-Hi):

where "Co" is intervening material, if a vowel is
specified for [ +hi], it must not be followed by a vowel
specified for [ +lo].
where "Co" is intervening material, if a vowel is
specified for [ +hi], it must not be preceded by a vowel
specified for [ +lo].

For the case of Woleaian raising, I propose that LOCAL CONJUNCTION (Smolensky
1993, 1995) of the two constraints in (15) accounts for the double -sided requirement.
Recall that the key issue here is the fact that an adjacent high vowel on either side is not
sufficient to trigger the raising, but a high vowel on each side is necessary. This
characteristic is recognized as a case of "banning the worst of the worst" (Prince and
Smolensky 1993, Smolensky 1993): a low vowel may either be preceded or followed by a
high vowel, but not both preceded and followed by high vowels. According to Smolensky
(1993, 1995), such a characteristic is formally expressed by Local Conjunction (16).
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Local Conjunction is "an operation in UG by which two constraints governing
substructures of a given local domain are conjoined into a higher -ranked constraint"
(Smolensky 1995; p 2).

(16) Local Conjunction (LC) ( Smolensky 1995):
Local Conjunction of C1 and C2 (C1 &Ic C2) in domain D :
a. C1 &Lc C2 is violated when there is some domain of type D in which both

C1 and C2 are violated.
b. Universally, C1 &Lc C2 » C1, C2

The locally conjoined constraint is violated only when both constraints are
violated locally, thus achieving "banning the worst of the worst" effect. In the case of
Woleaian, I argue that the double -sided raising occurs only when both of the two
constraints, *HI -Lo and *Lo -HI (15), are violated locally. This is formulated in (17).

(17) *HI -Lo &,,c *Lo-HI ( *mHLo):
a. *FIR->L0 is violated when both *HI -Lo and *Lo -HI are violated locally.
b. Universally, *HI--,>Lo » *HI -Lo, *Lo -Hi

The following picture schematically illustrates the structure relevant to the violation of
*HIHLo (18).

(18)
a i

i
+hi +Io +hi

In (18), the first i is followed by a (a violation of *Hi -Lo), and the second i is preceded by
a (a violation of *Lo -Hi): both *HI -Lo and *Lo -Hi are violated. Since the same token of
the low vowel involves in both violations, the sequence i...a...i is a violation of *HIE --->Lo.
The ranking *HR->Lo » IDENT[LO] » *HI -Lo, *L04H1 correctly picks the optimal
candidate, as shown in (19).

(19)

input = /i-tai/ *HIHLo IDENI'[LO] *HI-Lo *Lo-HI

it a i
I I I

+hi +lo +hi

*,

., %Á?f_r
i t e i

b. 64r I

+hi
+hi

,``
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(19) c

input = /ye-tai/ Il *I-íIHLo IDENT[LO] *HI-LO *Lo-HI

y e t a
C. we

I

+io
+hi

i
I

C

" ÿ ';,f`
.

d.
yet e

+hi

i
I *!

<

The tableaux in (19) demonstrate the effect of double -sided raising. In the first tableau,
the candidate (b) is correctly picked, satisfying the double -sided requirement enforced by
*HIHLo. In the second tableau, *HIHLo is irrelevant, hence the faithful candidate (a) is
picked. In both tableaux, the candidates which raise the targeted low vowel to the high
vowel, or the candidates which lower the high vowel(s) are not considered, since it will
always violate IDENT[HI].

Note that further refinement of what it means to be a local violation is necessary,
since *HR-->L0 incorrectly predicts that the underlying /a i a/ sequence becomes *[e i e],
since [a i a] violates *HIHLO, as shown in (20).

(20)
a i a

+Io +hi +Io

Here, the same token of i is both preceded and followed by a. The difference between
(18) and (20) is that in (18), the segment involved in both violations is a low vowel which
is a consequent of the two SG constraints, whereas in (20), the segment involved in both
violations is a high vowel which is an antecedent. In order to disallow bidirectional
raising ([a i a] --> *[e i e]), I argue that both *HI -Lo and *Lo -HI are violated locally when
violations of these constraint involve the same consequent of these SG constraints.

2.2.3. Opacity of Long Low Vowels

To complete the analysis of the double -sided raising in Woleaian, we need to
resolve the issue of the opacity of long low vowels: long low vowels do not undergo
raising, even when double -sided by high vowels. Thus, /i -taai/ 'I ... no longer' does not
surface as * [i-teei], but [j-taaj] (6a). However, the constraint hierarchy developed in (19)
incorrectly predicts *Li-teei] to be optimal, assuming the moraic theory of representation
(M &P 1986, Hayes 1989, Ito 1989). This is because the actual form [i -taai] violates
*HR-->L0, as shown in (21).
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(21)

u P P P

*
V

+hi +lo +hi

I argue that the opacity of long low vowels is attributed to the faithfulness
requirement on long segments in general, i.e. the phenomenon known as geminate
inalterability (Kenstowicz and Pyle 1973, Hayes 1986, Schein and Steriade 1986). The
property of geminate inalterability can be formally expressed by ranking the constraint
which demands corresponding long segments to be identical to a particular feature.? In
the case of Woleaian, I propose IDENT[LO]i,u (22) to be responsible for the faithful parse
of the input long low vowels.

(22) IDENT[LO]op: Any input bimoraic anchor that is [ylo] is Mo] in the output.

Ranking IDENT[Lo] , above *HttLo derives the fact that long low vowels are immune
to the raising, as shown in the following tableau (23). Any kind of raising against the
input long low vowels violates IDENT[LO]w.

(23) IDENT[LO]uv » *HIHLo » IDENT[LO]

I
IDENT[LO]4,input = /i -taai/

i t a a i
a. \ / I

+hi +Io +hi

i t e e i
b. I I

+hi
+hi

*i

i t e a i

c. I I I

+hi +Io +hi

i t a e i

d. I I I

+hi +lo +hi

*H1441.0 IDENT[LO)

The justification of IDENT[LO]x, comes from its active role in the other
phonological phenomena in Woleaian. In addition to the double -sided raising, Woleaian
has two other alternations whose focus is a low vowel. One is the word -final raising
which raises a word -final low vowel to a mid vowel, as in /mela/ -* [mele] 'tool' (Sohn
1975). The other is the dissimilatory raising which raises a low vowel to a mid vowel
when it is followed by another low vowel, as in /mata -i/ -> [meta -i] 'my eyes' (Howard
1972, Sohn 1975, Anderson 1982). Crucially, neither type of raising applies to long low
vowels: a word -final long low vowel does not undergo raising, but shortens, as in /belaa/

7 The actual formulation of the constraints for consonantal geminates, as well as homoganic nasal -
obstruent sequences is left open for the subsequent research.
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-* [bela] ( *[belee], *[belae]) 'a kind of fish' (Sohn 1975), whereas a long low vowel
followed by another low vowel does not undergo raising, as in /faaragi/ -* [ faaragi]
( *[feeragi], *[faeragi]) 'to walk' (Sohn 1975). Thus, the inalterability of long low vowels
in Woleaian is a general property of the language, rather then the property limited to the
double -sided raising. Appealing to the Faithfulness constraint, IDENT[LO]µ , we can
account for the opaque behavior of long low vowels not only for the double-sided raising,
but for the other types of raising as well.

Summarizing so far, I have proposed that the following constraint hierarchy
accounts for the double -sided raising in Woleaian (24). First, the partiality of the raising
is captured by the interaction of IDENT[LO] and IDENT[HI]. Secondly, the double -sided
requirement is derived by introducing *Hilo constraint which is constructed by LC of
two SG constraints, *Hi -Lo and *Lo -Hi. Thirdly, I have shown that the opacity of long
low vowels which is a general property of the language is explained by ranking
IDENT[LO6 above *HIZO.

(24) Ranking Summary of Woleaian Double -Sided Raising:

IDENT[LO]pp » *HIZO »
IDENT[LO] *HI-LO

IDENT[HI] *LO-HI

In the next section, I show how the reranking of the above constraints derives the
directional variation of vowel raising laid out in the introduction.

3. Typology- by- Reranking

In this section, I give brief analyses of the vowel raising phenomena in Basque
and Old High German. I show that the variation of the type in (1) is accounted for by the
reranking of the proposed constraints. It is argued that the notion of SG is necessary to
explain the directional asymmetry between Basque and Old High German.

First, in many dialects of Basque (for Bizcayan dialect of Basque, see de Rijk
(1970); for general phonology of Basque, see Hualde (1991)), a short low vowel raises tc
a mid vowel when it is preceded by a high vowel (25) (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979.
Kenstowicz 1994).

(25) noun indefinite gloss
sagar sagar-bat `apple'
mutil mutil-bet `boy'

The pair in (25) shows that the low vowel of the indefinite suffix raises to a mid vowe
when preceded by a high vowel. This pattern is accounted for by ranking IDENT[LO.

between *HI-Lo and *Lo -Hi in the hierarchy developed in the previous section, as showy.
in (26).
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(26) *Hi-Lo » IDENT[LO] (» *Lo-HI

in eut = /mutil-bat/ *HI-LO IDENT LO *Lo-Hi
a t...i bat

a. I I

+hi +lo x .

,
:$. i.. .

... i b e t
b. °'r (

+hi

-

> ., .. .
`W ,

In (26), candidate (a) violates *Hi -Lo, since a [ +hi] vowel is followed by a [ +lo] vowel:
candidate (b) which shows the effect of raising is the winner.

Second, in Old High German, a short low vowel raises to a mid vowel when it is
followed by i (27) (Voyles 1992).

(27) singular plural gloss
gast gesti `guest'
lamb lembir `lamb'

In (27), gast becomes gesti, by the addition of the plural suffix containing i. Thus, in this
case, the linear precedence relation between the focus and the determinant is the opposite
of the case in Basque. Such a pattern is accounted for by ranking IDENT[LO] between
*Lo -HI and *Hi -Lo in the hierarchy developed in the previous section, as shown in (28).

(28) *Lo-Hi » IDENT Lo » *Hi-Lo

In (28), the fatal violation of *Lo -Hi makes the faithful candidate (a) a loser: the winner
is candidate (b) which shows the effect of raising. Thus, in Old High German, *Lo -Hi
must dominate IDENT[LO].

The cases of Basque and Old High German are both one -sided raising,
conditioned by a high vowel on either side, but they differ in the direction of assimilation.
By using SG constraints, such symmetric directionality is derived by flipping the ranking
between *HI -Lo and *Lo -Hi, as seen in above tableaux (26 and 28). Therefore, these
tableaux exemplify how SG is able to derive directionality by reranking, without
appealing to some other machinery such as directionality parameter.
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must be on both sides of the targeted No] vowel; for Basque, a triggering [ +hi] vowel
must be on the left of the targeted No] vowel; for Old High German, a triggering [ +hi]
must be on the right of the targeted [-Flo] vowel. I argue that these cases are all attributed
to the antagonistic relation between the two features, [ +hi] and [ +10] being incompatible,
but they differ crucially in their reference to the linear precedence relation between the
two features. Not only are the proposed SG constraints able to provide an explanation for
raising, but they also capture the typological facts about linear precedence relation
between the focus ([ +10] vowels) and the determinant ([ +hi] vowels). Below, I
demonstrate that in fact, such a variation follows from nearly exhaustive reranking
possibilities.

Of the proposed constraints, the ones that are directly responsible for raising are
*HiHLo, *Hi -Lo, *Lo-HI, and IDENT[LO]. By definition of LC, *HJHLo must always
dominate both *Hi -Lo and *Lo -Hi. This leaves us five possible rankings, as shown in
(29).

(29) Reranking Possibilities:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

IDENT[LO] » *HiHLo » *Hi-Lo, *Lo-Hi

*HIHLO » IDENT[LO] » *HI-LO, *LO-HI

*HIHLo » *HI-Lo » IDENT[LO] » *LO-HI

*HIHLO » *LO-HI » IDENT[LO] » *HI-LO

*HÍHLO » *Hi-LO, *Lo-HI » IDENT[LO]

-No alternation-

Woleaian:

Basque:

/ia/ --pie
Old High German:

/a i/ -4 e i

777

Mirror -Image Rule

First, if IDENT[LO] is ranked above the rest, as in (29a), no vowel raising is predicted. The
ranking between *HI-Lo and *Lo -Hi is irrelevant. Thus, this is the ranking for languages
which do not have vowel raising. Second, if IDENT[LO] is below *HiHLo and above *HI-

Lo and *Lo -Hi, as in (29b), the ranking derives the double -sided raising, which is the
case of Woleaian. Again, the ranking between *Hi -Lo and *Lo -Hi is not crucial. Third, if
IDENT[LO] is ranked below either of *Hi -Lo (29c) or *Lo -Hi (29d) or both (29e), the
rankings derive the one -sided raising. Among these possibilities, if IDENT[LO] is below
*Hi -Lo (29c), the Basque -type raising results, whereas if IDENT[LO] is below *Lo -Hi
(29d), the Old High German-type raising results. The case which I have not found an
evidence is (29e). If IDENT[LO] is the lowest (29e), the ranking predicts raising to occur
when the targeted low vowel is adjacent to a high vowel. In generative phonology,
phenomena of this type are expressed as mirror -image rules (Bach 1968, Anderson 1974).
Whether there exists a langauge which has this type of raising requires further
investigation, but it is interesting that the mirror -image rules which were criticized in
favor of extrinsic rule ordering are logical possibility in the present theory.
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As shown above, except the case of (29e), all logically possible rankings are
justified by the existence of actual language examples. Using SG constraints and LC, the
present analysis takes the theoretical advantage of OT over the other rule -based theories,
accounting for the typology as a logical consequence of reranking.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, I have argued that OT is able to account for the three -way variation
of vowel raising among Woleaian, Basque, and Old High German. In particular, I have
appealed to Sequential Grounding (SG) and Local Conjunction (LC) to derive the double -

sided raising in Woleaian. SG extends the role of sympathetic /antagonistic feature
combination over the sequence of segments, and LC achieves "banning worst-of -the-

worst" effect by conjoining two constraints. In effect, the combination of SG and LC
derives the double -sided requirement. By reranking, the constraints proposed for
Woleaian also account for the cases of Basque and Old High German. Significantly, the
types of vowel raising seen in Basque and Old High German are predicted to exist from
the constraint hierarchy developed for Woleaian due to the typology-by- reranking which
is an intrinsic property of OT. Moreover, the three -way variation considered in this paper
may not be limited to vowel raising. There may well be a case of 'weakening' differing in
its conditioning environments among prevocalic, postvocalic, and intervocalic. If that is
the case, then such a variation is indeed better analyzed under the theory with no
environmental dash after all.
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